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1 ABSTRACT

Containment safety has been an active area of research for Indian nuclear power program. BARC Containment (BARCOM) Test Model has been constructed at BARC-Tarapur Containment Test Facility to study its failure modes and establish the margin against the design pressure (Pd) for the functional and structural performance evaluation. BARCOM Test Model is a 1:4 scale representation of Tarapur station 540 MWe Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) pre-stressed concrete inner containment structure and is the largest containment model built in the world, which will be shortly tested up to its ultimate load capacity. An international round robin analysis program has been coordinated for the pre-test prediction and post-test analysis of BARCOM and the experimental results would be analyzed with the inelastic numerical code results obtained from around 14 registered participants. The paper describes the objectives of the experimental test program, the salient features of BARCOM Test Model and the results of the pre-test predictions submitted by various registered international round robin participants.

2 INTRODUCTION

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Trombay has organized an International Round Robin Analysis program to carry out the ultimate load capacity assessment of BARC Containment (BARCOM) test model (Fig. 1). The test model located in BARC facilities Tarapur; is a 1:4 scale representation of 540 MWe Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor (PHWR) pre-stressed concrete inner containment structure of Tarapur Atomic Power Station (TAPS) unit 3&4. The overall project planning and initial design for the BARCOM test model were carried out in BARC Trombay and subsequently the test model detail design and construction activities were coordinated in association with Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL) in 2006-2008. More than 800 embedded sensors have been installed during the construction phases in different concrete pours and additional around 300 surface type sensors are being installed. The list of sensors include vibratory wire strain gauges of embedded and spot-welded type, electrical resistance strain gauges, dial gauges, earth pressure cells, tilt meters and high resolution digital camera systems for structural response, crack monitoring and fracture parameter measurement to evaluate the local and global behaviour of the containment test model. The model will be tested pneumatically during the low pressure tests (LPTs) followed by proof test (PT) and integrated leakage rate test (ILRT) during commissioning, which will be followed by the over pressure test (OPT) up to the functional failure of the test model. Finally the ultimate load capacity test (ULCT) will be completed.

For the pre test predictions and post test ultimate load capacity evaluation of BARCOM test model, fourteen participants from research, academic, industrial and technical organization from Austria (1), Czech Republic (1), Finland (1), France (2), South Korea (2), United
Kingdom (2) and India (5) have registered. The registered participants were provided with the model design document and supporting drawings for the pre-test prediction of the test model performance for the over pressurization test. Total sixty-nine (69) Specified Sensor Locations (SSL) out of around 1100 sensors were identified for the pre-test predictions by the participants. The outputs recorded at these specified locations during the test along with the pre-test predictions by various registered participants will help to assess the over all test data collected during the various phases of the experiments. With this International Round Robin exercise, it has been possible to predict the ultimate load capacity of the BARCOM test model and understand the overall global and local failure modes. It is expected that the present pre-test and the future post–test numerical analyses submitted by various participants will assist in benchmarking different computer codes and the constitutive models along with the analysis procedures for the ultimate load capacity assessment of concrete containments. Further, with the evaluation of the test data, the margin against the design pressure of the PHWR containment structures will be established with greater confidence. Thus the PHWR containment structure performance evaluation for extremely low probable beyond the design basis accidents can be made for the public acceptance of Indian nuclear power plants.

The features of the BARCOM test model and the constitutive data for the pre-test analysis along with the comparison of the results submitted by various participants are described in this paper.

2.1 Background Review

In order to assess the integrity of the containment structure for beyond the design basis severe accidents, which has extremely low probability of occurrence; it is desirable to evaluate the margin over the design pressure for different failure modes. The accidents at Three Mile Island (USA) and Chernobyl (former USSR) nuclear plants had led to wide attention on the ultimate load capacity assessment of containments structures. The German regulation requires ruling out containment structure failure by design measures and studies by Liersch et. al. [1] recommend a load factor of 3 over the design pressure at which normally the containment target leak tightness is ensured. The current practice for US and British nuclear plants is to design the containment structure with a factor of safety above 2 on the DBA pressure as demonstrated in the pre-stressed concrete model test for Sizewell B PWR plant in Davies et. al. [2] and earlier Sandia model test reported by Horschel et. al. [3] for reinforced concrete containments. All the new nuclear containments around the world are being constructed with this standard practice as per the pre-stressed concrete reactor vessel design philosophy of ASME design code section III 1998 [4], where a factor of safety of 2 is assured over the design basis accident.

Earlier, Sandia National Laboratory, USA and Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation, Japan sponsored a round robin exercise on a PWR steel lined pre-stressed concrete containment model in the year 2000-01 [5]. In the pre-test evaluation of the ultimate load capacity of the PWR test model, the participants from BARC Trombay provided the requisite analysis feedback. Subsequently the predictions made by BARC in-house finite element code ULCA, developed by Singh et. al. [6,7] were found to be in excellent agreement with the observed and published test results, as reported by Basha et. al. [8,9] and another paper by Singh [10]. This code has earlier been extensively used to predict the ultimate load capacity of 220 / 540 MWe PHWR containment designs and a factor of safety ~2.3-2.5 over the design pressure has been demonstrated for the PHWR primary inner pre-stressed concrete containment [6,7]. The pressure associated with these beyond design basis accidents have been found to be considerably in excess of design basis accidents pressures due to Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) or Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) conditions.

In view of the above, a containment safety research program has been initiated at BARC Trombay to assess Indian PHWR containment design through adequate experimental back up.
2.2 Objectives of BARCOM Test Program

The objective of the present test program is to obtain the pressure, displacement and strain data related to the various failure modes of the BARCOM test model. The experimental program is distributed in four phases to study the functional and structural behavior of the containment test model up to the ultimate pressure during the year 2009-10. Following observations would be recorded that would aid in understanding the functional and structural behavior of the containment model up to the functional limit and ultimate pressures.

- Instrument calibration tests and preliminary lower pressure tests at half the design pressure
- Proof test and integrated leakage rate test at the design pressure of 0.1413 MPa (1.44 kg/sq cm) and various leakage experiments in different phases
- First appearance of concrete cracking
- First through thickness cracking
- First yielding of the reinforcement bars and subsequent strain levels at various pressure levels
- Tendon strain levels and gradual loss of pre-stress and associated leakage through concrete and around different openings
- First significant loss of leak tightness
- Maximum pressure sustained by the model before massive leakage signifying the functional failure of the containment structure (1% strain in tendon)
- Ultimate collapse pressure of the containment test model

It is planned to measure the leakage rate to establish the degree of imperviousness at the above milestone pressures reached by the test model. This study would help to validate the available analytical and semi-empirical models for the prediction of the leakage rate with respect to the pressure and crack width data. The test results will be used by the organizers for the comparison and evaluation of the numerical pre-test and post-test results submitted by the registered participants of the present international round robin program. The registered participants have been requested to predict the response of the test model for the above milestones in addition to the response at the Specified Sensor Locations (SSL). This would give insight into the failure behavior of the concrete containment structures and experimentally benchmark computer codes and modelling procedure thus evolved would be the future tools for design and safety analysis of containment structures.

3. BARCOM TEST MODEL DESCRIPTION

The BARCOM test model is a pre-stressed concrete containment structure, which has been constructed with M 45 grade concrete having inner radius of cylindrical wall 6.188m, nominal wall thickness of 188 mm and dome thickness of 164 m. The test model has been designed for an internal pressure of 0.1413 MPa, which is surrounded by an outer structure with an annular gap of 2 m, for which an outer wall is constructed from raft up to 300 mm above the ground. Further 12 numbers of columns are extended from the outer wall, which provide support to the roofing system above the dome (Fig 1). The roofing system provides thermal protection and acts as barrier for other external environmental effects. This arrangement of outer structure is suitable for mounting a large numbers of sensors and transducers, which also serves as the reference for the deformation measurement. Further with the provision of double
wire mesh on the outer structure, missiles of concrete chunks and other structural members generated due to the failure of the containment model during the ultimate pressure test will be arrested. In this containment model, two steam generator (SG) openings in the dome along with main air lock (MAL), fuelling machine airlock (FMAL) and emergency air lock (EAL) barrel openings in the cylindrical wall have been simulated as detailed in [12]. The test model wall is enclosed with a torispherical dome of radius 9.794 m. At the spring line of ring beam and the dome a local dome thickness of 425 mm has been provided. The two steam generator (SG) openings of diameter 1.35 m are spaced symmetrically at 3.241 m from E-W axis from the dome apex. The local thickness of IC dome is 250 mm near the SG openings, which are closed by dished shape steel hatch welded to the embedded part around the openings.

Figure 2 shows the developed view of the wall, where the EAL, FMAL and MAL positions are indicated at the azimuths of 90°, 180° and 270°. The azimuth of 0° has been selected as the location to represent the general free-field behaviour of the model, since it is situated beyond the influence zone of any penetration for evaluation of the experimental results. Fig 3 shows the plan view of the dome, where the two SG openings are located. The solid bullets in Figs. 2-3 show the specified sensor locations (SSL) where the Round Robin participants have been requested to submit the pre-test predictions and post-test analysis results for comparison with response of the model under different stages of pressurization.

Extensive material test programs were identified and initiated to determine the concrete stress-strain response, compressive and split tensile strengths and fracture energy values for trial and pour concrete mixes (Fig 4-5). Standard stress-strain tests on rebars and specialized tests on pre-stressing tendons (Fig 6) were carried out. In particular, the tests on concrete specimens continued till the end of the construction with samples cast from different pours. In the pre-test the participants have been given some of the available specimen test results at the initiation of the round robin analysis activity and additional data will be supplied to them for the post-test evaluation of BARCOM test model.

4 PRE-TEST ROUND ROBIN RESULT COMPARISON

All the registered round participants were requested to submit their pre-test analysis results and predictions of the identified milestones in terms of the design pressure (Pd). Total eight participants have submitted the pre-test results and a comparison of the identified milestones reported by them are listed in Table-1. The milestone pressure for the significant loss of leak tightness has been further quantified as the pressure at which the tendon strain level is ~ 1%. At this strain level the inelastic behaviour of tendon is to an extent that re-stressing of tendons is not possible and with loss of local pre-stress the leakage is expected to be significant. Two participants (In-bash and In-tarv) have identified this milestone at ~ 2.24 Pd-2.3 Pd. The pressure at which large leakage is expected from BARCOM test model signifying function failure with massive overall cracking has been predicted in the range of 1.70 Pd-2.6 Pd by different participants. Finally the ultimate structural failure pressure has been predicted in the range of 1.87 Pd to 3.81 Pd by different participants. Two participants (Cz-cerv and In-tarv) have submitted additional results with axi-symmetric models (without any openings of BARCOM) supported by simplified hand calculation in addition to the 3D model results. Both have predicted the ultimate pressure in the close range of 3.50Pd-3.54 Pd, which can be considered the upper bound limiting pressure. The largest ultimate pressure of 3.81 Pd (Kr-moon) predicted with 3D model accounts for the additional stiffening behaviour of steel members in the embedded condition. All the results have been discussed in detail during the pre-test meeting, visit to Tarapur site by the participants and BARCOM pre-test workshop during January 26-January 28, 2009. Based on these results and discussions some additional surface type sensors are planned for installation on BARCOM test model to monitor the different milestones of first cracking quantified at a tensile strain of 100 micro-strains.
4.1 Pre-test Response at Specified Sensor Locations

Fig 7-8 show the radial displacement plots with respect to pressure at 3 m above FMAL and dome crown. The displacement response is reasonably comparable within the elastic region in the wall, while there are variations in the radial displacement at the dome apex location. Fig. 9-11 show the hoop concrete strain, hoop rebar strain and hoop tendon strain comparison in the wall free field at 6.95 m EL. At least three participants have clearly predicted functional failure with the strain levels crossing 1% in the hoop tendon. Fig 12-13 show the concrete hoop strain and rebar hoop strain plots above FMAL at 5.85 m EL. Fig 14 show the hoop tendon strain above EAL at 3.24 m elevation and again the three results have crossed the mark of 1% tendon strain signifying the functional failure. It is noted that in general the agreement among the different results is reasonable within the elastic regime but there are large variations in the inelastic response of BARCOM test model as predicted by various participants. The participants will be provided the recorded strain data collected on the instrumented tendons for the improved pre-stressing simulation in their respective numerical models.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The present paper has identified the objectives of the Round Robin analysis program for containment safety research undertaken by BARC Trombay. The specific features of BARC Containment (BARCOM) test model, sensors and experimental program in various phases have been highlighted. Based on the pre-test results additional sensors are being installed and the participants will be given the data of instrumented tendons and additional data on the recorded strains and displacements. In addition, constitutive data is also being generated through additional sample tests for the improved computation and post test evaluation of BARCOM test model.
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